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GLOSSARY

The following definitions are taken from the glossary of The Cambridge guide to
teaching English to speakers of other languages. Cambridge University Press.
2001.

Achievement: the extent to which a student has learned the content or objectives of
a particular curriculum or course of instruction.

Assessment: the act of collecting information on individual learners’ proficiency or
achievement.

Communicative competence: the ability to use language appropriate to the social
context in order to accomplish one’s goals.

Curriculum: the aims, content methodology and evaluation procedures of a
particular subject or subjects taught in a particular institution or school system.

Data Triangulation: ethnographic process of verification which give in our
observations. There are four different kinds of triangulation: data, in which different
sources of data (teachers, students, parents, etc.) contribute to an investigation;
theory, when various theories are brought to bear in a study; researcher, in which
more than one researcher contributes to the investigation; methods, which entails
he use of multiple methods (e.g. interviews, questionnaires, observation schedules,
test scores, filed notes, etc.) to collect data.

Evaluation: a purposeful, cyclical process of collecting, analyzing and interpreting
relevant information in order to make educational decisions. Evaluation may focus
of the quality, appropriateness, worth or relevance of teachers, students,
10

classroom instruction, instructional materials and activities, or whole courses or
programmes of instruction.

Journals: written (electronically or by hand) or orally-recording discussions
between students and teacher about school-related or other topic of interest to
students. Journals can provide information about student’ writing/speaking skills
and about their communication strategies, interest, attitude or background- all of
which can be useful for understanding students’ performance in class and planning
instruction to meet their individual needs, goals and styles.

Observation: in language classroom the purposeful teaching and/or learning events
through systematic processes of data collection and analysis.

Reflect: bring credit, think deeply, remind about past events.

Skill: ability to do something well, in language exist four skills are: speaking,
reading, listening and writing.

Syllabus: the selected and organized content (areas of knowledge and particular
skills and abilities) appropriate to the particular aims of a course.

11

ABSTRACT

Reflective teaching should be considered as a useful way to simplify teachers’
work and practice, because it involves every aspect of learning and teaching; the
process of reflection is performed, throw the use of different research instruments
and tools such as diaries, field notes, journals, peer reviews, and feedbacks. With
those instruments teachers can question and examine the way they are teaching,
taking into account the beliefs, attitudes and conceptions about classroom practice
to identify problems, assessing and planning pedagogical solutions to improve and
enhance learning processes.

12

INTRODUCTION

Teaching and reflection should be reconsidered as a teacher responsibility,
because the reflective exercises are a support aid to develop class methodology
and design task and use of materials.

The current research was carried out during a year period 2004 at the CED Nuevo
Chile with children at eight grade of high school. The present study describes the
learning environments and the performed instruments that may be used for
teachers to apply reflection to their process at school. Therefore the theoretical
framework on research and reflection was linked and developed with the aid of
practice at the school.

The fact to do research supported on practice and in the review of the theoretical
framework is a valuable aid that, with the use of lesson plans, observation reports,
field notes and classroom guidelines as material of reflection is a suitable
approximation of reflection in the practicum.

Classroom observations are an important tool to collect data. Thus, the procedures
of observation need to be clear, to provide a sample protocol for observations as
well as specific items and processes to be observed. There are some guidelines
and aspects that measure what the teacher does in the classroom, and his/her
interaction and achievements with the students. But the most important, is to take
into consideration what is being observed to design the correct instruments and
accomplish the designed tasks to reflect and identify what can be improved and
enhanced, that is the main goal of the reflection.

13

JUSTIFICATION

One of the main concerning related to research in the pedagogical practice is how
to do it, how to create and try alternative models for teacher training that allow to
be updated and focus on teaching performance and the improvement of the
educational environment.

The job for teachers will be easier when implementing the reflection with the
theoretical framework and feedback on research, because thanks to the gathered
data obtained from data collection instruments and reflection, teachers may
encounter the problems on context, and also they may design according to the
analyzed data possible ways to solve them.

Reflection on teaching implies more than a self assessment exercise, it is a way to
comprehend and take advantage of the class environment to enhance teaching
techniques and improve learning performance.

14

2. OBJECTIVES
2.1 GENERAL OBJECTIVE
Do an approximation of reflection on the pedagogical practice according to the
educative context.

2.2 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
Take in consideration the relevance of the pedagogical reflection as an active
element of the pedagogical practice

Reflect about the performance of the pedagogical practice according with the
theoretical framework on research.

Give importance to the application of techniques, research instruments and basic
contents related to reflection.

View the suitable research instruments to collect data at the pedagogical practice.

Explain the implementation of instruments at the specific context at school.

Analyze the collected data according with theoretical framework in pedagogy and
reflection.

15

3. REFLECTIVE TEACHING THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A study always needs to have a ground, and the base for this research project and
what have been done in practice is stated in the previous researches and projects,
for that reason, is utterly important to consider and analyze upon the written theory
about Reflective Teaching in order to have an idea on how does it function, why is
that important, which instruments are relevant and how to get useful results for the
real context.

3.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF REFLECTIVE TEACHING.

The term of reflection involves more than its Latin origins (Reflexio), “a judgment
that comes out after a moral issue” 1 , in teaching this term involves more value,
because it is the path to achieve goals and solve questions related to the learning
process, and also the tool to design and enhance new materials for teaching. In
relation with this meaning in teaching Pennington states that:"…the term reflective
teaching has come to signify a movement in teacher education, in which student
teachers or working teachers analyze their own practice and its underlying basis,
and then consider alternative means for achieving their ends... 2 "
Indeed, it means a way of self assessment in which the teacher uses instruments
such as: observations, field notes, journals, etc…in order to analyze and evaluate
his teaching skills during classes. It’s a process that involves several tasks and
which goal is to improve teaching self awareness.

1

GARCIA, Pelayo. Ramon.. Pequeno Larousse en color. Ed. Larousse. Paris.. 1972 Page 759

2

PENNINGTON M. C. Reflecting on teaching and learning: A developmental focus for the second language
classroom. In J. Flowerdew, M. Brock, & S. Hsia (Eds.) Perspectives on Second Language Teacher Education.
Hong Kong: City Polytechnic of Hong Kong; 1992.
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3.2 IMPORTANCE OF REFLECTIVE TEACHING.

Nowadays, we see that teachers have quite a challenge in implementing and
designing new strategies and ways to fulfill their goals as teachers and to meet
students’ interests and social needs in a community, that is why the reflective
process is relevant, because it supports through the use of instruments, charts and
data analysis the description of processes carried out in a classroom.

Through the reflections in class teachers have the chance to see what aspects are
important, taking into account problems and how to develop new strategies in order
to solve them to enhance lessons’ development. Related to this Tice refers:
“Reflective teaching therefore implies a more systematic process of collecting,
recording and analyzing our thoughts and observations, as well as those of our
students, and then going onto making changes”. 3
As Tice says, this process of collecting data is mandatory when dealing with
reflective teaching because it is impossible to reflect without having the correct
data and the supports to state what was done and in which aspects a teacher can
reflect upon his / her practice, and that definitely is the gist of this Reflection
process to question upon what have been done.

3.3 BEGINNING THE PROCESS OF REFLECTION

To start the process of reflection it’s important to recall about the different
instruments and tools to collect information. Nowadays, perhaps this process is
easier thanks to the computer programs and systematic way to collect and analyze
data using software programs to view results as quickly as possible, however,
when dealing with class data the human part is essential and without that is almost
impossible to collect information.
3

TICE
JULIE.
British
Council
Reflective
teaching:
Exploring
our
own
classroompracticeLisbonhttp://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/think/methodology/reflection.shtml. Disponible en
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/sedu/peerobs/; Acceso el Julio 16. 2006.
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Moreover, teachers and students have a close relationship in class development,
and for that reason is important that the data shall be collected by teachers who
have the previous knowledge and skills to define, interpret and analyze what is
going on according to the results of the observation processes and the other used
instruments to collect class information.

4

4

GRAVES Kathleen. Teachers as course developers, Cambridge University Press. UK; 1996. page 69.
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The first step is to gather information about what happens in the class. Here are
some different ways of doing this in a teacher - student interaction.

3.3.1 Teacher’s diary

An important tool to collect data is teacher’s diary, in which teacher registers and
describes different aspects of the labour during a typical school day. Teachers
must be aware this process involve more that just writing down the situations,
parallel to the register is useful to have a clustering chart to organize the collected
data and a description of activities done during class.

This tool is an important aid for the teacher because it gives up dated information
about the aspects and facts during a class, and with this information the teacher
can see how the class is being conducted and in which aspects is possible to pay
more attention.

In other words the diary is a daily description about the relevant facts and data
related to the teacher’s research, the description of facts should be organized in
chronological order and follow classification criteria in order that anyone can
understand the information.

3.3.2 Peer observation

Taking into account that opinions are valuable to improve our classes, it’s useful to
demand a colleague for help in order to objectively identify failures and problems in
class, research done on this matter states that: “Peer observation is a method of
gaining feedback to improve teaching skills. The purpose is to provide constructive

19

feedback to develop and enhance their teaching (rather than make evaluative
judgements about teaching quality”.

5

3.3.3 Recording lessons

This is an excellent instrument in order to measure and reflect about our teaching
practice. Class management, class content, gestures, class development,
students’ attitudes and motivation during the tasks, are among the things that could
be identified throw the use of this valuable tool.

Nowadays, with the use and accomplishment of new technologies it is possible
also to monitor and have access to classes worldwide and learn how and which
aspects are changing in teaching, teacher may have recordings as reference and
also as a pattern of research, anyhow it is an important tool in order to improve and
enrich the class content and method.

However, among the teachers there is still few confidence when using the
recording tools, because many teachers feel threaten if someone might have
access to the recordings and tapes, and the educational boards in many countries
have not accomplish to provide the necessary equipment such as TVs, VCRs,
DVDs, Tape recording, etc… to supply with material the recording tasks. For that
reason these important tools have been let apart in the educational practice.

5

UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM, Educational Development unit. Disponible en
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/sedu/peerobs/ Acceso 15 de Enero, 2006.
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3.3.4 Students’ feedback

This is another instrument and therefore another type to gather data, in fact, it
could be a dialogue in form of a survey or done by individual talk in which the
teacher inquiries the students about the advantages and disadvantages they have
found in their learning process and in which other aspects they think they should
reinforce. In that way, it is a teacher – student dialogue in which both agents share
their points of view about teaching and learning in a classroom.

Related to this term and how it is possible to use it as a tool to gather data, Tice
states that: “Teacher can also ask students what they think about what goes on in
the classroom. Their opinions and perceptions can add a different and valuable
perspective. This can be done with simple questionnaires or learning diaries to
develop the processes”. 6
However, sometimes questions many arise, how to conduct and provide and
receive feedback from the students perspective?, and about this topic Tyce refers:
“Providing feedback to learners on their performance is another important aspect of
teaching. Feedback can be either positive or negative and may serve not only to let
learners know how well they have performed but also to increase motivation and
build a supportive classroom climate” 7 .
Thus, is useful to provide knowledge not only on form but on content, giving the
students tips or clues to find a solution. In that order of ideas the students can
realize which are their mistakes and find their own possible solutions.

6

TICE JULIE. British Council Reflective teaching: Exploring our own
classroompracticeLisbonhttp://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/think/methodology/reflection.shtml. Disponible en
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/sedu/peerobs/; Acceso el Julio 16 2006.

7

RICHARDS Jack C, LOCKHART Charles. Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms.
Cambridge University Press. UK;. 1999. Page. 188
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3.4 PROCESSES OF THINKING IN REFLECTION

Every aspect of learning is a process, and step by step students and teachers gain
and obtain results, but like any process it takes time to get results, and in the same
way the reflection and research take time in order to be completed successfully,
among the process to do the research we consider the following as the most
important in order to conduct a project:

3.4.1 Think

That’s one of the hardest things to develop, sometimes teachers are just limited to
show and explain the knowledge to the students, but what’s really hard is to make
students think and reflect about the knowledge. And even harder is to create and
motivate students to acquire it, but that’s the challenge and a good teacher must
be committed to solve it.

3.4.2 Talk

This is another process that may help to enhance the teacher’s reflection, because
is important to talk and exchange points of view with students, colleagues or
teachers in order to identify failures and possible solutions to the problems.

3.4.3 Read.

In order to know previous experiences and to have a background is almost
mandatory to have some references, in that way the teacher can extract materials
to implement in classroom practice.

22

3.4.4. Inquiries

This is a way to know just by investigating attitudes and content the student’s
interest likes and dislikes, is an easy way to demand for opinions and suggestions,
it could be done orally or as a written exercise, its purpose is to assess and receive
suggestions in order to improve class content or exercises.

3.5 REFLECTION

8

8

GRAVES. Kathleen. Teachers as course developers, Cambridge University Press. UK;

1996. Page 70
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Reflection is a cyclical process, because once you have identified failures you
implement solution and different ways to solve them, but as soon as it’s finished
another problem appears and the process should be repeated. As teachers we can
see this process is evolving and each time we do it, we are growing as professional
teachers, because with these tools we shall become aware of the problems in our
context and design and implement new techniques and skills to solve them.

The process of reflection implies to observe the real context as it is presented,
identifying problems and important elements in order implement solutions, also
taking into account that sometimes teachers and students may change points of
view, because, each day things are evolving and also reflection should be updated
in order to be valuable, and suitable for class usage.

3.5.1 Where can the research question come from?

It starts with the teaches’ previous knowledge and experience, and it should be in
accordance with the students, as a strategy it’s useful to ask the students about
their goals or interest for the course content, and with that information is possible to
design a suitable plan and syllabus for the class.

3.5.2 Journal activities

It’s not enough to have a lesson plan and a class syllabus in order to be organized,
what’s really important is to reflect and plan different each time taking into account
the observations and the collected data from previous classes. Thus, is easy to
design new exercises without having the previous difficulties.

24

3.5.3 Lesson report – field notes

Lessons are dynamic and in that order of ideas teachers must adapt their decisions
to follow the class stream, but without letting anything loose, each aspect and
designed content should have a purpose and a goal, in order to assess is if they
are achieved once the task is complete.

3.5.4 Recording task

The most important way to measure and assess, in could be carried out using
different tools, but its gist is to describe and collect relevant information that may
be useful to design and improve the tasks and class development.

3.6. Where can the research question come from?
The data could be extracted and analysed from different sources, among them the
most important are:
3.6.1 Journal activities

The reflexions and descriptions of situations in a journal should be taken into
account later in the reflective process, first as it was explained before
A teacher can start by collecting and making a precise description of the facts at
school; then, it is possible to identify which aspects are good and which need a
further analysis. As presented in theory: “A journal is a teacher’s or a student
teacher’s written response to teaching events”. Keeping a journal serves two
purposes: Events and ideas are recorded for the purpose of later reflection and the
process of writing itself helps trigger insights about teaching” 9 .

9

RICHARDS Jack C, LOCKHART Charles. Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms. Cambridge
University Press. UK;. 1999. page 7.
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By just writing down a list of activities and then reflecting how they were done, it’s a
good guide in order to identify if the proposed activity was well designed and if it’s
worth to be repeated, so that’s why it is important to save the record of the journals
and collect them for further reflection.

3.6.2 Lesson report – field notes

The field notes are instruments to describe in a chronological order the events and
facts at a classroom.“… It’s an inventory structure or list which enables teachers to
describe their recollections of the main features of a lesson. The purpose of a
lesson report is to give the teacher a quick and simple procedure for regularly
monitoring what happened during a lesson” 10 .

11

An important aspect to take into account, field notes and lesson reports provide
hands on job information, which may be really useful because it’s easy to save and
to analyse, for that reason the charts and notes should be organized and the
subjects clearly delimited in order to be easily understood.

10

11

Ibid. Page 9
GRAVES Kathleen. Teachers as course developers, Cambridge University Press. UK;.1996. Page 68
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3.6.3 Recording task

As mentioned before this is an instrument not broadly used, but indeed we
consider it as one of the most valuable, because, using it requires less time and
training that filling up charts and reports, and a teacher can see up to minute how
was the class conducted and what reactions did the students have. In relation with
this: “Audio-visual recordings are powerful instruments in the development of a
lecturer’s self reflective competence. They confront the teacher with a mirror-like
objective view of what goes on in class. 12 ”

Thanks to the technology and the new integrated achievements and discoveries,
the educational practice is more dynamic each day, and teachers can also profit it
using the given appliances such as: TV’s, camcorders, VCR’s, DVD’s to save and
record sessions. The purpose is to reflect in real time, about the class development
and students attitudes to the stated tasks.

3.6.4 Classroom observation tasks

Mainly it’s composed by tasks designed to measure and assess the processes that
take place during classroom; it’s done by means of surveys, questionnaires and
other exercises that involve related observation of the class development. In
relation Wajnryb says: “Classroom Observation Tasks shows how to use
observation to learn about language teaching. It does this by providing a range of
tasks which guide the user through the process of observing, analysing and
reflecting, and which develop the skills of observation” 13 .

12

RICHARDS Jack C, LOCKHART Charles. Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms. Cambridge
University Press. UK;.1999. Page 11
.
13
WAJNRYB
Ruth.
Classroom
Observation
Tasks.
Available
at:
http://www.cambridge.org/elt/elt_projectpage.asp?id=2500377;
http://www.emu.edu/education/model.html.
Acceso el 12 Enero 2006
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3.7 THE ROLES

From the French word (Role) which means the specific performance, is brought in
teaching and the way and interaction that has a teacher in the school context. A
role applied to teaching and learning can be defined as: “The part taken by a
participant in any act of communication.” 14 “There are many factors that influence
how teachers approach their work and which particular strategies they employ to
achieve their goals. The context has an important influence on teaching, since
different teaching settings involve teachers in different kinds or roles”. 15
Thus, the teacher’s role in class is utterly important because is the one who leads
and manage the tools to explain and make understandable the knowledge. At
every level teacher’s role is relevant in order to implement and reflect about his
own teaching practices and styles, that are why the reflective model is and
advantage and a good aid to develop and empower teacher’s role.

3.7.1 Roles reflecting Institutional factors

Each country is different, even on physical aspects such as climate, and the same
occurs with schools which follow general rules but in different context. The contexts
and rules may vary from school to school but the teacher should react and face the
problems taking into account of course the rules and duties in each place.

When teachers do reflection they must be aware about the school philosophy,
always keeping in mind that the work done in class should have a relation and
accordance with the designed tasks approved by the school board and
counsellors. In relation to this teachers about this subject say: “Different teaching
settings (e.g., secondary schools, universities, private language schools) create
14

ELLIS, R, (1990) If You Take My Meaning: Theory into Practice in Human Communication. Edward
Arnold. London. Page 4.
15

RICHARDS, Jack C. (1999) Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms. Cambridge University
Press. UK. Page 97.
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particular roles for teachers based on the institutional administrative structure, the
culture operating in each institution and its teaching philosophy.” 16

And that true teachers cannot be in contradiction with the school plans and
philosophy, always there will be controversies, but in order to maintain a
collaborative environment teachers should follow school directions and rules.

3.7.2 Roles reflecting teaching approach and method

According to the different methods teachers may adopt a specific way to deal with
classroom content and development, in some cases teachers might prefer to use a
method rather to another, but it’s just depends on the personal conception and
training with each teaching model. On this matter Richards consider: “…in the
context of classroom teaching and learning may also be influenced by the
approach or methodology the teacher is following.” 17

Is a personal view to consider, but it is also important to check what are doing the
colleagues in other grades, sometimes it is important to check and adapt other
tools and successful methods from other teachers and see how they may be
applied to our classrooms, well that also in accordance with the teachers because
nobody wants that his or her work and methods will be stolen.

16

RICHARDS Jack C, LOCKHART Charles. Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms. Cambridge
University Press. UK; 1999. Page 98.
17

Ibid Page 101.
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3.7.3 Roles reflecting a teacher personal view

Teacher in relation to their believes, personal conceptions, training and experience
may adopt a unique way to develop the class, in other words it’s just a mirror effect
which leads the teacher to repeat his same teaching previous background. “…the
way teachers teach is often personal interpretation of they think Works best in a
given situation”. 18
Nevertheless, it is important that teacher have a open mind and it is not recreating
the same pedagogical process, because in teaching, teachers and students each
day learn something new, so the personal conceptions and prejudices are almost
irrelevant, each time students, and groups are different and in that way the teacher
must adapt and understand the new teaching scenery.

3.7.4 Roles reflecting a teacher personal view cultural dimension

Culture embraces ways of thinking and how to develop things, for that reason the
teacher’s and students’ roles may vary according to the culture in which they are
involved.

“Teaching is an activity embedded within a set of culturally bound

assumptions about teachers, teaching and learner” 19

Moreover, nowadays is culture the outline that manages the relations and
interactions worldwide, thus it’s an important aspect that the teacher must be
aware of, as a popular saying which states: “Wherever you go, do whatever is
allowed to do”. And that’s important a teacher or an approach cannot fight against
cultural aspects, the best way to solve conflicts is to enhance and interact each
with another with respect.

18

RICHARDS Jack C, LOCKHART Charles. Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms.
Cambridge University Press. UK;1999.Page 104.
19

Ibíd. Page 107.
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3.8 THE REFLECTIVE MODEL

In relation to the meaning it is said that “Reflective model is an inquiry approach
that emphasizes an ethic of caring, a constructivist approach to teaching, and
creative problem solving (Henderson, 1996)” 20 . In that way, this approach is
related to constructivism theory which states that the students are an important
factor and aid in order do determine how the teacher is conducting and making
things in class, for that reason teachers and learners are joined in this Reflective
Model to measure and assess how it‘s possible to improve and enhance the
learning process.

3.9 INTEGRATING THE REFLECTIVE TEACHING MODEL THEORY WITH
PRACTICE

Theory and practice two aspects that always should be related each to the other
are quite important in the development and assessment of a class. In this case the
Reflective theory should be done during classroom management practices to get
the integration of content and professional competency.

Both aspects cannot be seen separately, topics such as theory of learning and the
way to plan ahead and develop instruments to collect data are of relevance in
theory but they should be carried out and put into test once the practice takes
place.

20

EASTERN MENNONITE UNIVERSITY. Disponible en: http://www.emu.edu/education/model.html acceso 12
de Marzo.2006
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4. METHODOLOGY
This research project is supported by the cualitative method with the goal of
collecting data as it was presented in the real educational context. This collection
of data is based on the analysis of information applying the theoretical framework
to the explanation of facts and situations in class.
This research is based on non numerical data collection methods, such as: data
collection on the subject, field notes, charts, journals, observations guides, peer
assessment, which were conducted in a year period at the CED Nuevo Chile and
that represent the work and analysis done during the class observations and class
development.
The charts of the data show proof of the performed analysis and collection of data
from the instruments. Each instrument has instructions that were followed in order
to follow the steps of research. After each table and chart an analysis is done on
how to apply the instruments to class management.
Anyhow, the management and use of tables depends on the teacher ability and
other external resources such as time and institutional compromise in order to be
completed, because research takes time and also resources, but the results and
improvement of class contents and management worth it.
The following chart is an example of a curriculum structure of a course, it could be
a guide on how to implement and design suitable content for a class after the
analysis and implementation of research.
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21
21

GRAVES Kathleen. Teachers as course developers, Cambridge University Press. UK; 1996. Page 194.
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Each process done at the school is explained in theory and the also is possible to
check the complimentary charts and tables designed to collect the data.

4.1 TEACHING AS PROCESS.

Teaching is a multifaceted process that involves practice and reflection, for that
reason, teachers should consider how to develop and enhance new techniques
and methods to encourage students to learn the way, teachers must be aware
about the importance of reflection in their career as a relevant factor to identify
problems and design new strategies and tasks to enrich the learning process.

22

The processes of teaching and learning we consider should be divided, thus
teaching is not a guarantee to assure learning. It just shows the path and the
available tools to continue towards the learning process.

In relation, teaching as a process states Beck and Kosnik (1996) that to a
considerable extent teachers have to go with the emerging flow of the class,
making modest adjustments rather than major shifts dictated by external
considerations. We have to work with the students’ understandings, recognizing

22

GRAVES Kathleen. Teachers as course developers, Cambridge University Press. UK; 1996. Page 4.
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that they must largely create their own knowledge; modifications that take place
must be in their structure. This is the outlook that underlies a “constructivist”
approach to teaching and inspires the common observation that teaching is a
process. It is the opposite of a transmission approach. 23

In our pedagogical practice this process of teaching was carried out by means of
reflection and problem identification, reflective teaching means more than a simply
record of activities to gather data for analysis, but a process to improve the
learning process thorough the experience and the interaction of values and
attitudes headed for the teaching practice.

4.2 TEAM TEACHING

Planning together was an enriched experience, our meetings focused on different
ways to organize the activities and design new and effective strategies for the
class development, class management and Integration of topics which were
achieved through planning and decision making, taking into account individual
experiences.

Teaming is a great strategy to have control over a large group of students and it is
an extended practice across the USA since the 1960s. 24 For us in our research, it
was a useful tool to collect data, because, during a classroom exercise a colleague
can collect data, meanwhile the other teacher is controlling the group and
developing the activities. In our experience it was valuable to work together as a
team to collect and analyze data for our research project.

4.3 CONTEXT
23

CLIVE Beck, KOSNIK Clare. Reflection in Action, in Defence of Thoughtful Teaching. Journal University of
Toronto, Canada. Page 3;1996.
24

MURATA. Roberta. What does team teaching mean?. A case study of interdisciplinary teaming. University
of Nevada, Las Vegas. United Status;2001.
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In our task of gather data and analyze it, we consider also relevant to mention the
context in which those processes were carried out, because the explanation of the
context is a guideline to understand and have a better outlook of the situation in
which this research was developed.

4.3.1 Students
Our class through the year was conducted in English at 7th and 8th grade of High
School.

GIRLS

15

BOYS

11

Average age: 12 – 15

As young learners our students are often more enthusiastic, they interest more
quickly in topics and are more motivated to follow instructions, even if they don’t
know the purpose of the task. Although, their interest begins to fade faster than on
adults case, therefore, the tasks should be designed in an enjoyable and didactic
way that will allow them to actively take part in the development of the activities.

4.3.2 Focus Group
36

Focus Group: English Eight Grade.
Teachers: Luz Piedad Zuluaga Chadid
CED Nuevo Chile

&

Bogota, Colombia

Jose Hermman Celis Salas
I Semester - II Semester 2004,

As a form of qualitative research we tried by using the Group Focus to gather
information about the ideas and concepts students had regarding the English
language and the four skills (Writing, Reading, Speaking and Listening). Also we
took into account the school environment and the relationship between agents in
order to fulfill the goals of our project.

Using the focus group was an important tool of acquiring feedback and view how
were we conducting and developing our strategies as new teachers. In our
particular case, the focus groups allow us to test and enhance the contents of the
course, designing new materials satisfying students and coordinators interest in
accordance with the PEI. Furthermore, in combination with observation we could
gain access in a simple and easy way to gather information, also the results are
relatively quickly, and we could increase the sample size of an observation by
talking with several students at once.

Thus, in our critical reflection the Group Focus is a valuable tool that allows
reflecting and achieving new strategies to improve the teaching skills providing
valuable information about the contents and class development. However, we
found some difficulties when dealing with the Focus Group, for example we
consider that the collected data is more difficult to acquire than in an interview,
sometimes there were topics not relevant and we had to focus well on the point to
understand the big picture and what the students meant.
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4.3.2.1 Methodology of group focus
The following was the Focus Group instruments used to gather data:
− Dual moderator focus group - one teacher conducted the class discussion, while

the other one make sure that all the topics were covered also taking data for further
analysis.
-

Dueling moderator focus group – we take opposite sides on the issue Why is

English important? under discussion both points of view were analyzed in order to
understand students expectations and interest towards the English class.
4.3.2.2 Focus Group Questions
The conducted research was organized by the questions asked during the focus
group sessions. The focus group began with a general question related on what
had been good and what not for the students in their English language class
experiences at the CED Nuevo Chile, taking into account how students feel and
which were their interest when dealing with English.
This was followed by asking what had been helpful and not helpful regarding the
four skills of the language (Writing, Reading, Speaking and Listening)
Examples of the questions included:
1.

Do you consider English is an important language?

2.

Why do you think English can help you to have more opportunities?

3.

Do you think English classes at your school had been helpful to get contact
with the English language?

4.

In your future do you see the English as an important tool to succeed?

5.

In which aspects do you think the English class should be focused?

6.

What kind of activities and materials do you prefer?

7.

Is easier for you to do group work?

8.

Do you consider homeworks are important for your learning?
38

9.
10.

In which Environment do you work better?
Do you have an active role in your English class?

Analyzing observation of the collected data of the focus group we concluded about
the changes of expectations and interest towards English, nowadays since early
school years, many students see English as a opportunity to change their lives,
and get rid of the poverty in their homes, sometimes students have a great
excitement about the American influence, but in fact, they consider English is an
important subject even more important than the rest of subjects at school, because
they dream of what has been shown of the American richness and culture.
In other aspect, related to the four skills, students found that the Writing and
Speaking were among the most difficult abilities to master, many students consider
it was impossible for them to speak, because the lack of speaking and practice
they have had with previous teachers. In fact, that is a problem, in our research we
have seen and interviewed teachers in order to know why that is happening? And
according to performed interviews really qualified English teachers are not enrolled
in the District, due perhaps of the indecent salaries for teachers in this country.
4.3.3 Social environment

The CED Nuevo Chile is part of the public school system of Bosa district. In the
year 2001, this district had 38 public institutions and 153 non public institutions,
concentrating the 5,3 % of the public schools in the Capital District of Bogota.

25

The educational demand in Bosa has been supplied through the use of the total
capacity of the present public educational system, the construction of CED
CAFAM, the Naranjos, Santiago de Las Atalayas, Algeria and Santa Martha. In
order to fulfil the demand many of those institutions are administered by means of
contracts of educative concession, and subsidies through agreements with private
institutions.

25

SED Bogota, Estadísticas Boletín Informativo, 2004
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The efforts of services are considered to be one of the difficulties that still persist in
the Capital District of Bogotá: the inequity between the geographic location of the
educative centres and the place of residence of the population in scholastic age,
which leads that in some localities there is a deficit of capacity, and in others an
excess of supply. Also, to the interior of the district there are critical sectors that
concentrate a huge part of the effective demand, measured by the number of
requests, for which they do not have enough supply to take care of it.

Another form to observe the deficit of capacity of the official sector in Bosa, is
through the analysis of allocation of “cupos” to be registered. Once provided the
processes by options, the allocation by geo-referencing is made considering the
distance of one and two kilometres to the place of residence of the applicant. In
agreement with the information of the Administrative Department of Distrital
Planning, the district of Bosa concentrated in the 2003, 6.5% (102,253 children and
young people) of the population in scholastic age - PEE- of the Capital District that
ascends to 1.572.925. 26

The population between 5 and 17 years is considered itself as population in
scholastic age. In agreement with article 67 of the Political Constitution, the
education will be obligatory between the 5 and 15 years of age and will include
minimum, a year of preschool and nine of basic education. According with the
preliminary results of the Survey of Quality of Life 2003 for urban Bogotá and
localities made by the DANE and the DAPD, in the locality of Bosa a rate of
analfabetism for people of 15 years and more of the 1.8% calculated, being smaller
to the rate of Bogotá as a whole of 2,2%. 27
4.3.4 School description

The CED the NEW CHILE is located in a former area of low cost loteo, by the
repeated request of the community a school was needed to supply the elementary

26

Estadísticas Departamento Administrativo de Planeación Distrital, año 2003.

27

Op. Cit 2003.
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and secondary studies of the community. Therefore, during the 90s the District
government intended the funds for the construction of the school for the well-being
of the community.

CED NUEVO CHILE
Teachers in charge:, Dario Naranjo, Guillermo Hernández, Pedro Baquero
Masmela.
Assigned Courses: 7th and 8th grades
-

Observation and data collection during second semester 2004.

-

Classroom teaching and data collection first semester 2005.

Class Development: grades 7th y 8sth secondary.
courses for English and Spanish. (saturdays)
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O F IC IN A

4.3.5 P.E.I

The following is the P.E.I in which is stated the research project at school:
We took into consideration the School philosophy to develop our research project.

PLAN DE ESTUDIOS Y ESTRATÉGIAS PEDAGÓGICAS
BASADO EN
F
O
R
M
A
C
I
O
N
É
T
I
C
A
E
N
V
A
L
O
R
E
S

INVESTIGACIÓN E
INNOVACIÓN

DESARROLLO DE
COMPETENCIAS

PROYECCIÓN A LA
COMUNIDAD

APRENDER A
ENSEÑANZA PARA
LA COMPRENSIÓN
APRENDER

FORMACCIÓN DE
LÍDERES

SER
PROYECTOS
PEDAGÓGICOS

HACER
RELACIONARSE
CÁTEDRA CHILENA

ÁREAS
DISCIPLINARIAS
TRANSVERSALES
DIMENSIONES
HUMANAS
LÚDICO
CULTURALES

ESTÁNDARES

RESOLUCIÓN DE
CONFLICTOS

DESARROLLO
SOSTENIBLE
DEL MEDIO
AMBIENTE

EVALUACIÓN
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4.4 TEACHERS’ COLLEAGUES HELPING EACH OTHER DEVELOP

Self reflection also involves an assessment of what teachers have been doing in
class, that process can be checked through the use of charts, tables and criteria to
assess. However, this process is difficult to be completed alone, since is just
teacher’s own reflection and criteria that is taken into account to change things. For

CED, Nuevo Chile. PEI.2003
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that reason, another point of view of a colleague will help to be aware of mistakes,
and class improvement.

4.5 DATA COLLECTION

The teacher that tries to know his practice and, possibly, to transform it, faces the
necessity to pay attention to the actions to distinguish which are educative and
which no, that will later allow him to reorient the educative task. Compilation of the
information of the first stage of the work made in the CED the New Chile consisted
of taking data and elements from the conducted observation in the classroom
according to the registry lists and field notes. The second stage focused in the data
analysis and classroom development according to what was observed.

We consider that the data cannot be trusted to the memory, since with the passage
of time the data can be distorted. Thus, it is necessary to congeal the event and for
that reason to use some system of registry. The compilation of the information
during our practice was made through: Graphical and written aids: These took
place in the same sessions of class. Every session we transcribed them when
necessary and annexed them to the registry (like for example photocopies of
questionnaires that was facilitated by the educators or done by ourselves).

The data collected in the compilation present daily/display of the information and
then analysis done class after class.

Field notes: The field notes are notes gathered in the course of the observed
interaction. These notes have the objective to trigger the evocation of the observed
images and to allow us, therefore the reconstruction of the event. (the notes were
essential to make a registry, but in themselves they do not constituted it).
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Registry: The main rule that must fulfil the process of the narrative registry is not to
interpret; this must give account only of the facts, that have happened in the class
session. At the beginning this description is not easy, because in general we were
loaded of suppositions that induce to evaluate the situations rather than to describe
them. Nevertheless, it was necessary to little by little manage to describe only the
facts, since at the moment was possible to interpret, but that was not the idea to
transcribed in the reflective-analytical registry.

The register must have the following characteristics to be valuable for classroom
development:

a. To describe and not to evaluate.
b. To rescue dialogues inter-you will discipline.
c. To as much indicate actions of the educators as of the students.
d. To make a description of the events that we observed.

The registry had two steps; first it was a narrative registry that was made
immediately in the classroom, where we make the harvesting of information, and
the reflective-analytical registry, that was made after finished the simple registry.
We will talk about steps:

In the observation, we made a registry that gave account of what happened in the
session, this was written in teacher field notes for the registered observations and
annexed to another type of information such as: informal commentaries during the
breaks, corridors and in the class classroom. The collected data in the practice
focused in the activities made during the session, treating to recover as much data
as possible.

The registry on the educative actions, or non-educative like the celebration of the
Halloween, appeared in the class sessions. In addition, we considered the
46

interactions between the agents (educator-students) to interpret the observed facts
and to do the triangulation adapted of the existing data of the educative practice. In
this registry we divided the format in two columns in which, first we registered the
facts and in the second column the reactions of the agents.

4.5.1 Techniques to gather data

The following are some of the available instruments we used to collect data during
our pedagogical practice.

1. Field

Notes:

29

Checklists

of

skills,

behaviours,

abilities,

movement,

procedures, interactions, resources used during the class development.
2. Portfolios and Agendas: Collection and organized paper collected during the
teaching practice.
3. Diaries/journals: register of the information for the improvement of class
activities.
4. Still photography of groups working, classrooms, faces, particular students
over time, at fixed intervals in a lesson
5. Lesson Plans: Lesson guidelines to fulfil content, including materials, goals
and description of class activities.
6. Peer Observation: Colleague aid that help to identify problems and reflect
about the class content and management.

4.5.2 Framework of course processes

In our research we gathered information using different kinds of instruments that
provided the sufficient data to allow us to analyze and reflect about our practice.
Every time possible, we designed the charts and tables to make easier the data
collection. Thus, the pre-designed formats helped us to focus in the data analysis.
29

RICHARDS Jack C, LOCKHART Charles. Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms.
Cambridge University Press. UK; 1999.
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4.5.2.1 Teacher’s diary

In our registry we used the charts and field notes were that were completed
following the theoretical framework to take notes. The data was accurate and also
reflected the classroom information and situations according to the steps we have
seen in class to complete the field notes charts.

4.5.2.2 Lesson Reports

In our experience the lesson report was a useful tool to gather data and to develop
our class methodology, following step by step different activities, taking into
account the content, objectives, purpose and development of the classroom. Also,
it was important to have a guideline and an order to complete the tasks, and
through the use of the lesson reports each class was improved and enhanced
class after class.
To define what a lesson report is we can take into account Richards position: “It is
a structured inventory or list which enables teachers to describe their recollections
of the main features of a lesson. The purpose of a lesson report is to give the
teacher a quick an a simple procedure for regularly monitoring what happened
during a lesson, how much time was spent on different parts of a lesson, and how
effective the lesson was.”

30

We are in total agreement with Richards, but also to some extent a lesson report
must follow some guidelines and elements that will enable the teacher to follow a
detailed class plan.

For example:

the goal, the objectives, materials and

equipment, procedures, evaluation, extra-class work.

30

RICHARDS Jack C, LOCKHART Charles. Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms.

Cambridge University Press. UK; Page 9. 1999.
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In addition, is important to remember that each lesson plan should have a variety,
sequencing, pacing and timing according to the class needs and students’
motivations.

4.5.2.3 Peer observation

Observing other people's teaching is a valuable experience and gives new ideas
for the improvement of teaching techniques, it is a non threatening and a useful
tool to have a better outlook of a class, from the students perspective and a 3rd
party perspective. If the process is performed in a conscious way it helps to
promote confidence and good management of a class.

4.5.2.4 Students’ feedback

The information for students’ progress should be accurate and detailed in order to
be valuable for students’ learning improvement. According to Cameron (2001)
states that in language learning, feedback will be primarily concerned with
accuracy. 31 And we consider the same; students can not repeat or achieve
mistakes class after class, proper language use should be correct since the
beginning of the class. Therefore, accurate error correction and feedback was
given every time it was possible.

31

CAMERON Lynne. Teaching Languages to young learners, Cambridge University Press. U.K.;2001.
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4.6 CHARTS AND TABLES OF COLLECTED DATA

The following were the instruments carried out during the year observation. The
data collected in the charts and tables was analyzed and developed in our teaching
team for the research project.

4.6.1 Observation

The following is the criteria to measure and analyze important aspects during the
conducted observations.
CLASSROOM PRACTICE OBSERVATION GUIDE.

ASPECT

1.TEACHING
PROCESS.

/

DESCRIPTION

LEARNING - Class Objectives.
- Warm Up Activity.
- Topic Presentation:
- Skill development activities.
Whole class work.
Group work.
Pair work.
Individual work.
- Use of teaching aids.
- Evaluation.
- Extra class work.

2. TEACHER'S ROLE.
3. STUDENT'S ROLE.
4. INTERACTION.

- Teacher - Student.
- Student - Student.

5. DEALING WITH FEELINGS.
6. EMPHASIZED LANGUAGE
ASPECTS.
7. ROLE OF NATIVE LANGUAGE.
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8. ERROR CORRECTION.
9. LANGUAGE IN USE.

- Were the contents clear and easy to
follow?
- Did the teacher answer students'
questions effectivelly?
- Accuracy (appropriate language)
- Fluency.

10. GENERAL ASPECTS.

- Class management.
- Students involvement.
- Questioning techniques.
- Voice quality.
- Body language.

4.6.2 Teacher’s diary
The following was the used format (annex)
CED NUEVO CHILE
FIELD NOTES
COURSE:________________DATE:_____________TEACHER:_____________
NUMBER OF STUDENTS: _______________GRADO:___________________

OBSERVATION

DESCRIPTION

1. Each aspect is explained following a chronological order.
2.

The suitable title
for the specific
aspect
of
observation

In the second registry we considered the triangulation which was constructed
taking into account the data of the previous registry, this contributed from our point
of view, to analyze, interpret and reflect about chosen events of the simple registry
that caught our attention.
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Here we divided the format in two columns in which, the first registered the
selected facts and the second was the column where the reactions of the implied
educative agents were mentioned considering our reflective analysis.

The following was the used format:
CED NUEVO CHILE
FIELD NOTES
Triangulation

MIS BEHAVIOR (Problem)

Reflexive Analisis

Analisis done, according to the problem, why, how, what.
Problem id and state considerations.

15. Address the problem.

22.

In this case our registry dealt with daily tasks, that required a constant
concentration, while the field notes were written up. However, all the hard work
was compensated, because of the precise analysis and the presentation of our
work, affability that represented quality and that made it easier to analyze the large
extent of the collected data.

Also we had to add two types of lists, the first according to the daily lesson and the
second one referring to the activities which committed ourselves like observers.
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4.6.3 Lesson reports

Here we have an example of a lesson plan, taking into account the correct
procedure and guidelines to make it valuable for class development.
LESSON PLAN NUMBER: 10
( SUITABLE TITLE FOR THE LESSON PLAN)
(SCHOOL ID)
Teacher: ( teacher(s)in charge)
Date:
Grade:
Class Description: (number of students, age, gender)
Mother tongue: (ESL, EFL)
Theory of Learning: E.g: Constructivism – explain why?
Theory of Language: Functional – Structural: explain why?
Activities: Guided – Semi-guided – individual?.
Method: Communicative – explanation.
Model: Inductive - explanation.
1. Teacher’s goal: teacher’s main goal after implementing the task.
2. Class Goal: Goal description for the students after complete the lesson,
3. Objectives
3.1 Terminal:
What the students will be able to do after the task is completed
3.2 Enabling:
What elements will be useful for the students in order to reach the goal.
4. Materials and equipment: Materials used for class development.
TIME
PROCEDURE
SKILL
EVALUATION
5-8’’

Warm up activity:
How to assess

Small group work:
SPEAKING
(PRE-WRITING)
(WRITING)
(SPEAKING)
(AFTER-WRITING)

WRITING
READING
LISTENING

Individual Class Work:
1
Hour
2’’
5’’

(PRE – WRITING)
(WRITING)
Pair group:
1. (AFTER – WRITING)
2. (PRE- READING)
3. (READING)

Extra Class work: Students will research about a traditional food recipe, and describe what
food do they need to prepare and how to cook it.
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Teacher’s signature:__________________________

4.6.4 Peer observation
The following charts were used during our observation:
CED NUEVO CHILE

TASK CONTROL CHART - 1st OBSERVATION - ENGLISH
Teachers name: __________________________ Observer: ______________________
Date

Time

Place

Tasks
The
description of
planned tasks
to
be
completed in
class.

Purpose
Why design
the proponed
tasks?

Observation
Signature
How
was
the
development
and
class management.
Students motivation
and other relevant
aspects

CED NUEVO CHILE

TASKS DESIGN
SPANISH AND ENGLISH
Teacher’s name: _____________________Observer:__________________

Date

Place

Objetive
Activity
What was Description of the preformed activity
the
purpose
of
the
activity.

Outcome
Which
goal
was planned
to achieve.

We concluded that learning to recover the observed educational practice requires;
to register the data properly and to confront it with our reflection on reconstructing
the observed facts.
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4.6.5 Assessment profile:
Date:

Grade:

Student’s Name

Goal

Grade

(Students id)

(Description
achivements)

of

the ( Assessment of student’s
interest and responsibility
with the class )
Observations:_______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Teacher’s signature: ____________________

This part was in accordance with the school directions, and the students must
attend al least the 70 percent of the course in order to continue to the next level.

4.7 DESIGNING NEW MATERIALS AND LESSON PLANNING A SEVENTH
GRADE ENGLISH AND SPANISH EXTENSION COURSE AT THE CED NUEVO
CHILE

Developing new strategies and materials was not an easy task, our reflection and
analysis led us to design suitable activities that enhanced and improved the
learning process. Although, we had to take into consideration students’ needs and
expectations in order to fulfill the objective of the extension course.

As young learners many of our students enjoyed activities that make them active
participants. Thus, didactics and different motivating types of activities were a must
in order to make content valuable and enjoyable for students.

Among the main didactic activities introduced were the wordsearches, puzzles,
memory games, stops, blind chicken, and reaching a star. Those tasks were
designed for the beginning as warm up activities, and then continue with the class
content.
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The class content was conducted in relationship with a topic and that topic was
linked to a list of vocabulary, e.g. we design a content based on cooking recipes,
and the vocabulary builder was related to fruits, vegetables, meats and cooking
instruments, not letting apart of course the verbs related to cooking and the
quantities and flavors. So the content was integrate and enjoyable for the students.
The same way we worked on clothing, presentations, body parts, and time.

The students seemed to enjoy the content, and some adjustments were made
according to time allowance, but always keeping in mind to make content and
tasks valuable and enjoyable for students. That way, misbehavior and not
attendance were not a matter because the tasks directions and goals were stated
since the beginning.

4.7.1 Planning decisions

Teachers are directors of the classroom, they are the managers in charge, and in
that way the must lead and develop the class, that was once the traditional way to
see a teacher as a course developer.

Fortunately, nowadays we can see with our colleagues and during our practice that
teachers are more flexible and also enhanced with new conceptions and
technologies in their planning. That authoritarian conception of the teacher should
be revaluated, we consider that when planning a decision and a lesson teacher
have also to take into account students’ needs and suggestions, in order to make
the content enjoyable but also valuable and motivating for the students.

Taking into account Richards and Lockhart’s position: “The lesson plan intended to
help the teacher organize the lesson efficiently and effectively, and usually includes
descriptions of the aims or objectives of the lesson, the activities students will carry
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out, the time needed for each activity, teaching aids to be used, teaching strategies
to be used, grouping arrangements employed for each activity.”

32

In that order of ideas, in our practice we have to realize and identify the class
environment in order to design suitable lesson plans and activities that will
encourage students to learn and enjoy the class time, for that reason, didactics and
the designing of materials was a relevant aspect to take into account, our
guidelines and activities were carried out in relation to the social context and
students’ needs.

4.7.2 Teachers’ questions

The different types of questions a teacher may ask are an important way to reflect
about the teaching process. The first step is to observe the reality and then to
question it, how could it be improved? How the collected data help to enhance the
learning process? Is it valuable to collect data and do research while teaching?
Which instruments may teachers use to collect data? Those questions are ways to
reflect what is being done in a class, and certainly it means that teachers are
critically involved in the improvement of their profession.
In our research project, we considered the dialogic and critical reflection; dialogic
when we took into assessment the classroom activities and materials provided to
each class e.g. Structure of a lesson, also whenever we analyzed and discussed
content.

And we used the critical reflection when we analyzed students’

behaviours and the social context in which our practice was conducted.

32

RICHARDS Jack C, LOCKHART Charles. Reflective Teaching i
n Second Language Classrooms. Cambridge University Press. UK;1999.Page 79
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33

33

GRAVES Kathleen. Teachers as course developers, Cambridge University Press. UK; page 93.1996.
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4.7.3 Selecting and developing materials, activities and organization of content

This we consider was the major challenge, in the theoretical framework we take
and adapted from theory some charts and tables to collect the data, but for the
class development we tried to implement different kinds of activities and strategies
to motivate the students for learning.

Among the strategies to enhance and make enjoyable the learning process we
used:

-

To increase vocabulary: word-search, puzzles, crosswords, bingos, lottery
and riddles (annex). These tasks were conducted in many of our classes
and the students enjoyed and were involved in them very much, after these
tasks we discussed and explained the unknown words.

-

To increase writing awareness, students were asked to complete charts and
tables, and to define their interest and daily activities following diaries.

-

To increase listening comprehension, we implement and used songs and
video sessions, students liked these exercises very much, many of them
seemed attracted to sing and to dance.

-

To increase and enhance students oral abilities, we used different
strategies, presentations, pair group, oral explanations and encourage
participation and group games such as preparing a recipe or designing a
advertisements.

-

And for the reading abilities we used to tale short fables and morals that
also helped to discover more vocabulary.
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The content organization and grading criteria was adapted in agreement with
our colleagues from the European model. At the beginning of the course a
general exam (annex) was performed to assess and design the suitable content
to follow during the class development.

For each class we had a previous lesson plan (annex)

that was already

corrected and modified by our monitor teacher. And for the course development
at the beginning we presented a syllabus (annex) that was also modified and
accepted for this grade.

34

34

GRAVES Kathleen. Teachers as course developers, Cambridge University Press. UK; 1996. Page 92.
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4.7.4 Structure of language lesson

According to Richards and Lockhart the “lessons have a recognizable structure.
They begin in a particular way, they proceed through a series teaching and
learning activities, and they reach a conclusion. This pattern of structure or
organization is a result of the teacher’s attends to manage the instructional process
in a way which will optimize the amount of learning that can take place in the time
available.” 35

4.7.4.1 Openings

It is the beginning of a lesson, and it takes about five minutes many time it is
performed to introduce the topic or class content, in this part the teacher can state
question, check students’ previous knowledge, motivate and explain the activity
development, also is important that in this part of the class tasks are directed to
prepare students for input.

What we have seem during our practice is how valuable is to prepare such kind of
quick activities to introduce a topic and develop the classroom content, also is
relevant to motivate students through

the use of those quick activities using

didactics tools to enhance the learning process.

Here we have an example on how to start with the opening of a classroom:

How do you feel?
-Describing feelings.
Procedure: tell the students to close their eyes; they might to place their heads on
their arms. Ask them to think about how they feel; they might think about their day

35

RICHARDS Jack C, LOCKHART Charles. Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms.
Cambridge University Press. UK;1999.Page 113.
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so far, or about their previous lesson with you and what they remember of it, what
they learnt and what their problems might have been. After few minutes, students
who are willing to do so can say what their feelings are. 36

This opening activity can be used to explain the verb to be and adjectives to
describe mood and feelings. E.g.: I’m happy. It is good. I hate, etc.

4.7.4.2 Sequencing

To follow the goals of the lesson plan teacher must prepare students for intake,
after the opening and the presentation of the topic it is possible to start with the
content and the topic of the day, it could be carried out individually, by pair work,
group work, etc. In the sequencing, is important that the students start working out
the proponed activity. First, they can start with easy task, then with the average
difficult and finally the difficult ones. That in order to follow a pattern and to make
knowledge more accessible and related it to a process.

1. Prepare students for intake.
2. Development or explanation of the topic.
3. Task development.
4. Reinforcement.

4.7.4.3 Pacing

It consist on how teachers decide to designate in a period of time each part of the
lesson while teaching it, by doing this teachers can bring a task to a finishing point
and right after this move forward to another task or activity as possible they should
avoid predictable activities or the ones which last too long, nevertheless,

36

UR Penny & WRIGTH, Andrew. Five minutes activities. Cambridge University Press. U.K ; 2003. Page 34.
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sometimes in concurrently task students might negotiate with the teacher and be
part of this teaching skill.

1. Topic presentation.
2. Development.
3. Reinforcement.

4.7.4.4 Closure

This final step of structuring may be the most important one of them all, due that is
here where the lesson is reinforced, thus, students are prepared to further learning.
There is a huge variety of strategies used by teachers in order to achieve an
effective lesson closure depending on the type and the level of the class, e.g.
Discussion activities, questioning lectures etc, which are going to determine if they
students learned what they should have learned or not, and consequently assure
their entry to the next lecture.

4.7.4.5 Follow up activities

- Journal activities: The journal activities were done as feedback trying to recreate
and collect what was done during the class exercises. Therefore, these activities
seem to gather the information of the performed tasks.

Describing structuring process: This was the clustering exercise in which the data
was analyzed according to the achievements and class descriptions.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Then, through the pedagogical practice and the applied researched data
instruments, the analysis indicates that reflection should be reconsidered as an
advantage of assessment quality at the school environment, by means of reflection
it is possible to have a guide on how to improve the class content and the teacher’s
methodology.

Assessing and reflecting are cyclical process that need reinforcement and practice,
so the research instruments used in reflection such as: field notes, journals, peer
observations, and observation reports allow the teacher to view how is the class
development and which aspects need reinforcement in order to enhance and
improve the learning processes and the role of the teacher. That was indeed, the
main purpose of the reflection to analyze real life context with the used instruments
to get improvement of the class content.

And the improvement could be carried by means of implementing new tasks and
materials according to what have been seen in class as problems and difficulties,
and it is that certainly a valuable tool, reflection can be used as a way to redirect
and consider new tasks and materials to enrich the class methodology and
motivate students.

The process and materials of reflection are linked mainly with the contribution of
pedagogy, oriented to analyze and collect data after each stage of work. This
experience of the practice as object of study, analysis, reflection and intervention
with professional responsibility are key instruments in the growth of a professional
teacher; in which, the development of a process of shared analysis, within the
search of the bibliography and trustful sources acted like key informants on
strategies for the coordination of the educational practice in English.
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Then analysis shows that reflective teaching should be considered as a way to
improve knowledge in which students have to integrate content and practice to be
competent in teaching. Sometimes, many of the exercises involve social practice
that is carried throw oral skills, so as summary, previous experiences and
understanding of instruments must fulfill the real purpose to enhance the learning
process.
Something such as Reflection has to be learned and acquired only throw practice,
it’s the way in which students can develop the content and assess what the have
truly learned, sometimes the instruments are difficult to manage but that’s the
challenge that teacher and students must undertake to achieve goals. In other
words, social interaction is the ultimate task to develop the reflective process.

During classroom observations and thanks to the performed instruments it was
possible to interact with a wider panorama about the importance of the educational
work within an appraised Educative context. Thus, it was possible to recognize the
social character of the languages and the learning process, to reflect and to do
research in the classrooms with the purpose of implementing the most suitable
changes for the students.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

First, we consider that the basic problem in the teacher’s formation in
undergraduate studies is that the pedagogical practice is not considered as a
subject neither as a formative aspect. The pedagogical practice is viewed as a
natural product from a theoretical framework, and teachers need to enhance skills
and knowledge to reflect and analyzed what they are living in the school. For that
reason, teachers need tools, instrumental and conceptual tools that will aid them to
improve their teaching skills.

In second place, we think that in the social context there is a lack of Reflection in
the practice, because nowadays few teachers can say that the practice is the
natural space to enhance the teaching abilities, and many teachers just limit their
action to say what they have done, but not centering their attention in improving
and solving what they have seen in classrooms to recognize his constituents and
the rules that plays in different circumstances, to characterize and to systematize
his/her practice and, mainly, to identify his/her logic of work as form to be able to
control and to transform it into the wished direction.

The development of the educational groups must look for new strategies, to study
and analyze the practice groups and to make possible that they are able to design
and develop their own pedagogical proposals. Until now, the educational proposals
are not even known to work far from technical advice or seminaries of pedagogical
cooperation.

As a recommendation that is really important that the process is carried and
supervised by a group of teachers that may give relevant and updated to feedback
to do the reflective process while conducting the observation and gathering the
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data. It is an important way to reflect and improve what have been done and also
to enhance the skills and previous techniques.

The Educational environments become spontaneously didactic models to follow,
we can state that the new teachers pay more attention on what they teach, that in
how they are teaching, and that is a problem when dealing with reflection. The
spaces for the educational formation continue showing ancient reflections of
teaching; nevertheless, thanks to the educational practices we could have a better
conception on what is going on, not only in classroom but in our society to have a
broader perspective of how to implement new tools and techniques to improve the
educational environment. Furthermore, we can see that in the field of practice is
necessary to have a better understanding about the educative context to continue
with this type of projects with the standards of quality and according to needs of the
educative community.
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ANNEX 1. SYLLABUS. CED NUEVO CHILE, ENGLISH CLASS. 2004
CED NUEVO CHILE
ENGLISH
TEACHERS:
LUZ PIEDAD ZULUAGA CHADID
JOSE HERMMAN CELIS SALAS
WEEK HOURS: 2 HOURS.

SYLLABUS
Justification: At this level of English in which students need to develop the skills
such writing, reading, listening and speaking in better way. This course is plenty of
speciation and is a great opportunity to students to carry up their English level.
Taking into account all those aspects English has to propose an interesting and
dynamic syllabus in which students can find an English environment trough a
learning by topics, in real contexts and useful in a competitive way.
Objectives:
¾ To make the students improve the writing, reading, listening and
speaking skills through an interesting class based in topics.
¾ To Make the students be able to compete in all communicative situations
and in real contexts using English language in correct way.
Contents:
Date

Topic

Functions

March

Travel
around the
world

Talking about
experiences
in the places
visited.

April

Making plans

May

Social
matters
Food Recipes

August

Society and
the future.

Structure

Present
Simple

Planning
activities in
short and
long time.

Future going
to -will

Activities

To Develop
guide,
playing in a
map.
To Answer a
test, develop
a listening.

Asking,
To Propose
accepting
Polite requests invitations,
and refusing
doing a food
invitations
recipe.
To lunch
Modals verbs
To Play to
Making
(likely, to, may, predict about
well, probably,
predictions
the future.
wont)
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Methodology
Based in one
activity, student are
going to recognized
the topic, then
between games an
practices, they will
develop them .
Based in one
activity, student are
going to recognized
the topic, then
between games an
practices, they will
develop them .
Based in one
activity, student are
going to recognized
the topic, then
between games an
practices, they will
develop them .
Based in one
activity, student are
going to recognized
the topic, then
between games an

practices, they will
develop them .

September

October

November

Change the
present
and the past

Dos and
Don’ts

Rules and
Freedom

Making
hypothetical
ideas.

To Develop a
guide about
situations in
present and
past.
Giving
To Develop a
Modal verbs
advices,
guide about
(Should,
talking about
dos and
Shouldn’t
must,
prohibitions
don’ts in
mustn’t, could,
and
different
could not).
permissions.
countries.
Asking
permissions
and
obligations
2

Past
Simple

(Might, may,
have, have not,
can, can not).

To be in
different
places inside
of the city.

Based in one
activity, student are
going to recognized
the topic, then
between games an
practices, they will
develop them .
Based in one
activity, student are
going to recognized
the topic, then
between games an
practices, they will
develop them .

Based in one
activity, student are
going to recognized
the topic, then
between games an
practices, they will
develop them .

Methodology: The methods we are going to use in English fourth class are
based in the communicative and the natural approach. Those approaches allow
the students develop all the language skills in a confidence environment; this
methodology is based in a space with participation and fearless of.
Assessment: All the process is going to be evaluated, we are going to observe
workshops, oral presentations, participation and contributions in the discussions in
common.
Bibliography:
MOSQUERA, Cesar. 100 dialogues with communicative functions.
CUTTING EDGE, Intermediate, Longman.
CUTTING EDGE, Upper intermediate, Longman
ENTERPRISE, Beginner, Express publishing.
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ANNEX 2. LESSON PLAN DRAFT

INSTITUCION EDUCATIVA DISTRITAL NUEVO CHILE
LESSON PLAN NUMBER:
Grade: 7th
Date:
Teacher: José Hermman Celis Salas
Topic:
Goal:
Objectives:

TIME
8:00
8:30

PROCEDURE

SKILL

8:30
9:45

Extra Classwork:
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MATERIALS

EVALUATION

ANNEX 3. LESSON PLAN NUMBER 10
COOKING A RECIPE
Teacher:
Luz Piedad Zuluaga Chadid
Jose Hermman Celis Salas

Date:

May, 2004

Grade: secondary 8th grade class at CED Nuevo Chile.
Class Description: The 15 students in the class range in age from 15 – 18. Their general
goal is academically oriented.
Mother tongue: Spanish.
Theory of Learning: Constructivism - students create and develop their own knowledge
and skills following the activity under the teacher’s guidelines and advices.
Theory of Language: Functional – Structural: Activities express the meanings required in
a particular context integrating vocabulary, grammar and syntax to daily life situations and
also follow grammar rules and exercises to recall patterns.
Activities: Guided - students follow instructions to complete the tasks.
Method: Communicative - During the development of the tasks, they were interacting with
new vocabulary which let them take a look of social intentions integrating grammar
structures.
Model: Inductive- understanding particular aspects to general ideas. (from food to cooking
a recipe)
1. Teacher’s goal: to make students view and use food vocabulary integrating concepts
of countable and uncountable using some and any.
2.Class Goal: Students will increase vocabulary related to food recipes and cooking
using countable and uncountable nouns.
3. Objectives
3.1 Terminal:
Students will acquire new vocabulary that enables them to deal with food recipes.
Students will develop skills to present and explain a topic.
Students will write procedures and sentences using new vocabulary.
Students will understand the concepts of countable and uncountable.
Students will be interacting and recognizing communicative intentions.
3.2 Enabling:
Students will understand how to follow instructions and recommendations to make a
recipe.
Students will understand and produce the vocabulary for this topic.
Students will develop creativity in order to follow the task.
Students will review concepts of quantities
Students will be in touch with cultural and social schemata regarding food, types of
food, cooking recipes, and procedures.
4. Materials and equipment: Cooking magazines, food pictures, papers, markers,
scissors, glue, word search.

TIME
5-8’’

PROCEDURE

SKILL

Warm up activity:
1. Students are organized in a round
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EVALUATION

2.

3.

4.
1
Hour

2’’
5’’
10’’

10’’

15’’

20’’

5’’
40 ‘’
2’’

5.

SPEAKING
table.
(PRE – SPEAKING) Students will
start to give information about their
favorite food or recipe, just saying
which their favorite is.
Each student will repeat what the
partner has said and so on until
everybody has said something.
Teacher writes down a list of foods
and recipes students have said.
All those foods names and recipes
are put in a plastic bag.

Small group work: The class is divided in
groups of three people. Teacher gives WRITING
instructions about the task.
6. Each group selects a paper
(cooking recipe or food) from the
plastic bag.
7. (PRE-WRITING) Students will
write down a list of ingredients and
tools they need to cook their food.
8. Students
start
to
look
in
magazines to see and collect
pictures
referring
their
own
cooking recipe including tools and
SPEAKING
foods.
Students cut and paste the ingredients
in a provided paper.
Students write down the main aspects
of the procedure taking into account no
WRITING
letting any procedure out.
9. (WRITING) Once students finish
collecting the ingredients and
tools, in groups students write
down the procedure and the
quantities they need to prepare
their cooking recipe.
10. (SPEAKING) Each group in front
of the class presents a set of
instructions of the recipe to their
partners
explaining
the WRITING
ingredients, quantities and how to
prepare it.
(This continues until each group have
done the presentation)
11. (AFTER-WRITING) As homework
groups interchange the cooking
recipes and write what else can de
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Terminal and enabling
objectives
are
evaluated
non
formally.

Teacher takes into
account
students
commitment
and
collaboration to give
positive points.
The
procedure
is
checked
by
the
teacher and feedback
is given before the
presentation.

Teacher takes into
account
the
researched
vocabulary,
oral
defense and fluency
to explain a topic to
give positive points

added or changed in order to
improve the cooking recipe of their
partners.
Short break.
Individual Class Work:
4. Following with the class content
and the recipes topic teacher
hands out a wordsearch about
food and types of food.
5. (PRE – WRITING) Students will
find and match the words in the
wordsearch (annex).
- 3. (WRITING) Once students find
all the words of the word search
they will use them to write
sentences
with
each
word
following the:
- 3 sentences with uncountable
noun
- 3 sentences with countable noun

The sentences are
collected
and
reviewed
by
the
teacher
to
give
feedback and positive
points.
Positive points allow
the students to be
free from term quiz.

Pair group:
6. (AFTER – WRITING) Students
interchange
sentences
with
partners.
7. (PRE- READING) Students copy
and read from their partners at
least another five sentences to
enlarge their vocabulary.
8. (READING) Students read the
sentences aloud to practice them.

Extra Class work: Students will research about a traditional food recipe, and describe
what food do they need to prepare and how to cook it.

Teacher’s signature:__________________________
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ANNEX 4. CONTROL CHART OF TASKS

LUZ PIEDAD ZULUAGA CHADID COD: 26011093
JOSE HERMMAN CELIS SALAS COD: 26012020
DATE:
PLACE:
TEACHER:________________________

SHIFT:

TASK

OBJETIVE

DESCRIPTION

Description of the
tasks.

Purpose of the
activity.
Explanation of main
and secondary goals

Description of the
classroom exercises.

Including warm
up activity and
class
development
exercises
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ANNEX 5. OBSERVATION GUIDE

LUZ PIEDAD ZULUAGA CHADID COD: 26011093
JOSE HERMMAN CELIS SALAS COD: 26012020
DATE:
PLACE:
DATE OF DELIVERY:
TASKS

GOALS

GRADE:

RESULTS
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ANNEX 6. GRADING SHEET
UNIVERSIDAD
DE LA SALLE
GRADING SHEET
IED NUEVO CHILE
Extension English Program
GOAL (S):
Group Nº:
Teacher:
Course:
No.

Student’s Name

absences
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Grade Recommendations

ANNEX 7. ENGLISH DIAGNOSIS TEST
NAME:_________________________________LEVEL:_____________ DATE:______________
Choose the correct answer to go in the gap.
Example:

5. I .... agree with you.

My boyfriend .... to the pub every night.
doesn't
haven't

go

don't

goes
gone

6. Neil can't .... tennis. He's broken his arm.

1. Simon .... very tall.
to play
playing

is

play

are
has

7. .... some more tea?

2. She .... like football very much.
Would you like
Do you like

don't

You'd like

doesn't
hasn't

8. Write the correct name under each picture

3. How .... does one lesson cost?

many
much
is
4. There .... a big supermarket next to my
house.

is
are
have
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ANNEX 8. FIELD NOTES FORMAT

LUZ PIEDAD ZULUAGA CHADID COD: 26011093
JOSE HERMMAN CELIS SALAS COD: 26012020

FIELD NOTES
CED NUEVO CHILE
CLASS______________________________
DATE___________________TEACHER_________________
NUMBER OF STUDENTS___________GRADE___________________
DESCRIPCION
OBSERVACION
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ANNEX 9. SYLLABUS ITEM DESCRIPTION

INSTITUCION EDUCATIVA DISTRITAL NUEVO CHILE
Name of the project: __________________Teachers Jose Hermman Celis
Salas & Luz Piedad Zuluaga Chadid
Subject: English Group:______________________________
Shift: _____________________Weekly hour: ____________________

Unit

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Structures
vocabulary

Comunicative Competences Achievement indicator
function

Rational (Justification)
Objectives
Contents
Methodology
Evaluation
Bibliography
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ANNEX 10. SCHOOL EVALUATION FORMAT

37

37

GRAVES Kathleen. Teachers as course developers, Cambridge University Press. UK; 1996. page 105.
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